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Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.

Answer one question [within 250 words] from the following:

1. (a) Define Type I error and Type-II error of the test.

(b) What is the difference between MP, UMP and UMPU tests.

(c) State Neyman Pearson Lemma and derive MP test for testing simple null hypothesis against
simple alternative hypothesis on population mean of a normal distribution with known variance

2. Describe likelihood ratio test. Obtain likelihood ratio test to test the equality of means of two
independent normal populations with unknown but equal variances.

3. (a) What is sampling design? Describe two sampling designs SRSWOR and SRSWR.

(b) Show that in both cases sample mean is unbiased estimator of population.
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(c) Which design is better in terms of efficiency? Explain.

4. (a) What is stratified random sampling? When a stratified random sampling is preferred over
simple random sampling? Give examples.

(b) What is optimal and proportional allocation in stratified random sampling? Compare the
variances of sample mean under optimal allocation and proportional allocation.

(c) Give a expression for gain in stratification.

5. (a) Give a large sample test for testing hypothesis regarding population proportion.

(b) How can extend the test for comparing proportions of two populations

(c) Describe a non-parametric test for testing a hypothesis on location parameter of a probability
distribution.

6. (a) Distinguish between assignable causes and chance cause.

(b) What is probability limit and 3-sigma limit.

(c) Distinguish between defect and defectives.

7. (i) State Neyman-Pearson Lemma. Let X1, X2,..., Xn is a random sample from  2,N   ,

where   is unknown and 2  is known. Find the most powerful critical region for testing

0 0:H     against  1 1 0:H     .

(ii) Distinguish between defect and defectives. Give some examples of defects for which the c-
chart is applicable. Calculate the control limits for c-chart for the case of standard not
given.

(iii) When are the ratio method and regression methods of estimation used in sample survey?
Show that the regression method is more efficient than the ratio method of estimation.

8. (i) Derive the large sample distribution of the rth order sample central moment. Hence obtain
the large sample distribution of sample variance.

(ii) Discuss the various causes of variation of quality in statistical process control.

9. (i) When is the median test used? Discuss the test procedure briefly.



(ii) Derive the Neyman's optimum allocation and proportional allocation used in stratified
sampling. Which allocation is more efficient than the other? Explain.

10. (i) Let 1 2, ,... nX X X  be a random sample from a continuous distribution with probability

density function f(x). Obtain the most powerful critical region to test the hypothesis
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(ii) Discuss the double sampling inspection plan by attribute.

11. (i) What do you mean by variance stabilising transformation? Why is it used? Derive the
variance stabilising transformation of a Poisson random variable.

(ii) Distinguish between linear systematic sampling and circular systematic sampling. Explain
with examples.

12. (i) Let X be a discrete random variable having p.m.f
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Derive the Sequential Probability Ratio test for  against  . Also derive the OC function of
the test.

(ii) Define OC function and ASN function in statistical product control. Derive their expressions
for an acceptance rejection plan.


